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Several a-stable limit theorems for sums of dependent random vectors are proved 
via point processes theory; p-mixing, m-dependence, and the type of mixing treated 
within the extreme value theory are considered. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
There exists a huge literature on the central limit problem for sums of 
dependent random variables while the weak convergence of such sums to 
the other laws has not been investigated so intensively. 
In the present paper we examine convergence in distribution of sums 
of dependent random vectors to a-stable laws, 0~ a ~2. We prove 
Theorem 4.1, a finite-dimensional and nonstationary generalization of 
Davis’ theorem [S, Theorem 11, next Theorem 4.2 which is a counterpart 
of Ibragimov’s central limit theorem for p-mixing sequences [13], and also 
a limit theorem for partial sums of m-dependent stationary sequence 
(Theorem 5.3) which corresponds to the central limit theorem of Diananda 
c71. 
As a main tool we use Theorem 3.1 on the weak convergence of sums to 
a generalized Poisson distribution, formulated in array setting without any 
assumption on stationarity. In its proof we apply the point processes 
method in a way similar to the approach of Durrett and Resnick [8, 
Section 4 3. However, the criterion which guarantees the convergence in 
distribution of point processes is different: we apply the general theory of 
point processes due to Kallenberg [15] similarly as it has been done in the 
extreme value limit theory [17], i.e., considering modified Leadbetter’s 
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conditions D and D’ [ 161, while Durrett and Resnick applied Freedman’s 
theorem [9] based on Jager’s theory of point processes [14]. 
Recently Resnick in [22] has given a systematic treatment of the 
application of point processes theory in various limit theorems for sequen- 
ces of independent random variables (also for partial sums). It is possible 
to derive similar theorems in the case of dependent random variables 
making use of the convergence of point processes described in Remark 3.6; 
here, however, we restrict our considerations to the convergence of partial 
sums. 
In Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we assume the condition Db which excludes 
clusters of big values in the rows of an array. This is a rather strong restric- 
tion since there exist some natural examples of sequences (e.g., moving 
averages), which do not have this property. However, such sequences 
(arrays) often can be replaced by some other ones, which lead to similar 
sums and satisfy the condition Db. We give an example of such a reduction 
in Sections 5 and 6, where we obtain limit theorems for sums of m-depen- 
dent stationary sequences. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows we need some conventions. Generally, we use the 
notation of the book of Araujo and Gint [Z]. In particular, for 
0 < z < +co c, - Pois(v) is a distribution on Rd, given by the characteristic 
function 
(a))(y) = exp j (e”“~“’ - 1 - i(y, x) l( (JxI[ < T)) v(dx) 1 , 
where v is a Levy measure on Rd. 
We also introduce 
(2.1) 
where 
cm - Pois(v) := (c, - Pois(v)) * 6,,, (2.2) 
bl = - jxl(/x\l> 1) v(dx) if j llx\l l(llxll> 1) v(dx)< + co, 
co - Pois(v) := (ci - Pois(v)) * a6*, (2.3) 
where 
b, = j xl(llxll < 1) v(dx) if j llxll l(llxll < 1) v(dx) < + co 
(here “SC denotes a probability measure concentrated in the point b, 
“*“-convolution, l(B)-the indicator of the set B, I( [(-norm in Rd). 
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The corresponding characteristic functions are of the form 
(CC0 C%&))(y) = exp 
[ 
J (ei(Y*X)- 1 - i(y, x)) v(dx) 1 
(c=))(y) = exp 
[ 
[ (e”-“*“) - 1) v(dx) 1 . 
A distribution 1( on Rd is a-stable, 0 <u < 2, iff it has the representation 
P = db * CC,(,) - Pois(v(a, a))), (2.4) 
where b E Rd and v(a, a) is the Levy measure given by the formula 
v(c2, a)(A) = jtie, jom l(A)(r, s)r-‘-* dra(ds) (2.5) 
for all Bore1 subsets of the space Ed = Rd\ (0). Here Sd- ’ = {x E Rd; 
l/xl1 = I}, 0 is a finite measure on Sd-’ and (r, s)E(R+\{O}) x Sd-’ is an 
obvious parametrization of the space Ed. The function t(a) in (2.4) is 
defined by the formula 
I 
0 if O<cr<l 
z(a)= 1 if cr=l (2.6) 
co if l<cr<2 
(see [2, p. 1493). 
Let { Xk; k E Z} be a two-sided sequence of i.i.d. random vectors with 
values in Rd. The classical limit theory for independent summands asserts 
that one can find centering vectors b,, and normalizing constants a,,, n E N, 
such that the sequence 
(S, -b,)la, =(c, xk -&)/a., neN, 
converges in distribution to some nondegerated limit /1 if and only if p is an 
a-stable distribution (0 < a< 2) and the marginal distribution 2(X,) 
belongs to the domain of attraction of p: 
If O<a<2, then for 3(X,,) be in D(p) it is necessary and sufficient that 
9(X,) varies regularly with index (-a) (see [lo, 183). In particular, if 
pp(X,)~D(p) and p is a-stable, O<u<2, then t”P(lIX,Il > t) is a slowly 
varying function [24]. 
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We finish this section with some remarks on Levy processes refering for 
further discussion and literature to [22]. For every generalized Poisson 
distribution (in fact, for every infinitely divisible distribution) there exists a 
time-homogeneous process with independent increments ( Y(s) = (y,(s), 
Yzb), . . . . Ydb))‘i s E co, 111 such that Y(0) = 0 and 9( Y( 1)) = c, - Pois(v). 
Moreover, we can assume that the trajectories of the process Y= { Y(S); 
s E [0, 1 ] } are right-continuous and admit left limits. The Levy measure v 
is then the jump measure of Y, i.e., for every Bore1 subset A of Ed 
v(A)=E 
( 
1 l(dY(s)~A) , 
) 
(2.7) 
s<l 
where A Y(S) = Y(s) - Y(s - ). Let C: Rd + Rd’ be a linear map of Rd onto 
Rd’ for some 0 < d’ < d. The process {C 0 Y(S), s E [0, l] } still has indepen- 
dent increments and its Levy measure vc is given by the formula 
v,(A)=v~C-‘(A) (2.8) 
for every Bore1 subset A of Ed’. In particular, for a Levy measure v on 
(Ed)p and for a finite and non-empty subset I c ( 1,2, . . . . of we obtain the 
Levy measure 
(2.9) 
where C,: Rd.p + Rd, C,(X,, . . . . xp)=Cisl Xi. 
3. GENERALIZED POISSON LAWS AS LIMITS OF 
SUMSOF DEPENDENT RANDOM VECTORS 
In [22] Resnick has shown that the theory of point processes can be 
very useful in the proofs of limit theorems for arrays of random vectors 
independent in rows. The idea is as follows: prove the convergence in 
distribution of certain point processes connected with the array of random 
vectors and then obtain such a convergence for compositions of those 
processes with some a.s. continuous functionals by the continuous mapping 
theorem [ 3, Theorem 5.11. In the case of sums it is convenient to separate 
the essential part of each random vector and use, e.g., [3, Theorem 4.21. 
Such a method for sums of dependent random variables was used for the 
first time by Durrett and Resnick in [S]. The result was formulated in 
terms of conditional quantities. In this section we prove a limit theorem for 
certain point processes connected with the array of random vectors via 
Kallenberg’s theory [15] using some assumptions drawn from the extreme 
value theory (see, e.g., [17]). 
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Let {Xnk, l<k<k,, n E N} be a double array of random vectors with 
values in Rd. Denote 
The array {x,,k, 1 dk<k,, noN} satisfies 
Condition A, iff (x,k} is uniformly infinitesimal, i.e. 
max fYllx,k II > E) + 0 as n+ +cc foreveryE>O. (3.1) 
1 <kGk, 
Condition B, iff for every set S which is a finite sum of disjoint and 
separated from 0 sets of the form Xf= L ]Ui, bi], 
XP(&kES’,q<k<r)l-O, as?l-CC (3.2) 
where supremum is taken over the set of all p, q, r such that 0 < p < 
q<r<k,, 
Condition Db iff 
lim lim sup inf i 1 pOIxniII >G lIxnjll >E)=o, (3.3) 
r-* n-too A(r)q=l m,-l-cicj<mp 
where d(r) is an arbitrary division of the set (1, 2, . . . . k,} into r segments 
(possibly empty) 0 = m0 < m, < . . . <m, = k, (we use the notation C, = 0, 
n,=m 
The property B,, is a stronger version of Leadbetter’s condition D, 
introduced by Davis during examination of limit laws for order statistics 
[4] and Db is one of the generalizations of Leadbetter’s condition D’ (see 
also [12, 193). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the array {X,, ; 1 <k<k,,, HEN} satisfy A,,, B,, and 
Db. Assume that there exists an atomless measure v on Ed, finite outside each 
neighbourhood of 0 and such that 
2 f?Xn,EA)-+vb‘f), n+c0 (3.4) 
k=l 
for every element A of a determining class in Ed (in the sense of [3, p. 151). 
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then 
s llxll l( I(x(I < 1) v(dx) -c + co and S, 7 Pois( v). 
(ii) Zfv is a Guy measure (i.e., j min(1, x2) v(dx)< + co) and 
lim lim sup P( IlS,(]O, S]) - ES,(]O, S])ll > E) 
6+0 t2’4 
=o for every E > 0 
then 
S, -E~,(lO,~l)--a’ c, - Pois(v) 
for every T > 0 such that v( I/XII = T) = 0. 
(iii) Zf v is a L&y measure, (3.6) is satisfied and additionally 
lim lim SUP 5 E( IIxnk 11 1( IIxnk 11 > A))=0 
L-cc n-+m k=, 
then 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
S, - ES, 7 c, - Pois(v). 
(The symbol “ + 9’r denotes convergence in distribution.) 
Remark. In the sequel we will use Theorem 3.1 for the Lkvy measures 
v(a) of a-stable distributions, 0 <a < 2. Obviously v(a), 0 <a < 2, are 
atomless. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let {A,,; 1 <k < k,, n EN} be an array of events defined 
on a probability space (S2,9, P). Assume that the array satisfies the 
following conditions: 
Condition A,. 
min P(A,,) + 1, n-*02 
lqk<k. 
(3.8) 
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where supremum is taken over the set of all p, q, r E N such that 
Odp<q,<r<k,,. 
Condition Db. 
P(A;, n Aij) = 0, (3.10) 
where A(r) is the same as in Db. Then 
p()14k)-ew( -~,P(A:*))+O~ n+*. (3.11) 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. It is sufficient to show that under A,, Bo, Db the 
convergence 
k$, PbGJ --) C, n-+co(whereCE[O, +a]) 
implies the convergence 
P 
( ) 
8 A,, -+e-c (where ePm =0) (3.12) 
k=l 
for every subsequence {k;, n EN} of the sequence {k,}. In the sequel we 
write for brevity k, instead of k;. 
If C= 0, then (3.12) follows trivially. Assume that 0 < C< + co. Fix 
r E N and define 
‘I. J CO = 0; 
J .r = 
inf( k; C:= I P(At;,) > PC/r} if the set is not empty 
n. P 
k otherwise; 
for positive integers p such that 0 < p < r, 
‘, J Il., =k,. 
By the property A, for every p E { 1, 2, . . . . r}, 
J&P 
c P(A:,) + C/r, n+cc 
k=J;,P-I+l 
(3.13) 
683/29/2-5 
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and by the property B. for fixed r, 
Let {N,, YE NJ be such that N, > N,-, and for n >, N,, 
For natural n, define 
r ‘=r n . iff N,<n<N,+,. 
Clearly, Y, + 00 as n + co. Let 
m .- ‘m n.p .- “.P’ J p=o, 1 , -*., r n. 
Divide the intersection n 1 <k<k A,j into r,, blocks . .” 
% P 
B,, = n Ankt p = 1, 2, . . . . rn (3.17) 
k=m,,pm,+ 1 
(here 0, =&I). We have by (3.16) and (3.15) 
P - PC1 P&J -+ 0, n-cc (3.18) 
max P( B$) -+ 0, n--,co. (3.19) 
l<p<r. 
Since lexp( - x) - 1 + xl < (1/2)x2 for x > 0, so 
1 fi 
p=l 
P&J-exp( 2 PO-I)I 
p=l 
Hence 
1iminfP 
(,=, nk)2exp( n-m k=l ) 
fi A -liminf 2 P(A;,) =exp(-C). (3.21) 
n-co 
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Now we fix r E N, choose the division Ah of the set { 1, 2, . . . . k,}, AA = 
{O=m& <rnA, < ... <rnL, = k,} and define the blocks 
Pnp= mfi A,+ 
k=m.,p-,+l 
By the Bonferroni inequality, 
- i P((cLp)‘)< - 2 &hi;,) + i 1 P(A;, n A$). (3.22) 
p=l k=l p= I n&-l<i< j<m&p 
Due to Db the right-hand side of (3.22) can be made arbitrarily close to 
(-C) if only r and Ai are properly chosen. This together with the 
inequality exp( -x) 3 1 - x (for x > 0) gives (due to B,) 
lim sup P 3 A,, = lim sup fi P(C;p) 
n-02 ( ) k=l n-cc p=l 
< lim sup exp 
n+‘x [ 
- ,g, P(c#pY~] 
G exp( - C). (3.23) 
The inequalities (3.21) and (3.23) prove (3.11) for O<C< + co. If 
C= + co, then the estimation (3.22) gives under I&, and Db the con- 
vergence P(r)fE., Ank)+O, n+ co. 1 
For an array { Xnk, 1< k < k,, n E N} of random vectors we define a 
sequence {N,, n E N} of point processes on Ed as 
N,(A)= 2 l(X,,EA), AcEd. 
k=l 
Let Z7, be a Poisson process on Ed with intensity v (for definition and 
properties see [15, 223). 
LEMMA 3.3. Conditions A,, B,, Db and (3.4) imply the convergence in 
distribution of processes N,, to Il,: 
Nn fi, nv. (3.24) 
Remark 3.4. We treat the processes N,, n, as the measurable map- 
pings of (52, 9, P) into the space Jtr described as follows. Let JY = d(Ed) 
be the space of locally finite measures on the Bore1 sets in Ed (i.e., ,u E .M iff 
p(K) < + cc for all compact subsets Kc Ed). JY is a Polish space when 
considered with the vague convergence (p, + p vaguely iff J fdp, + f fdp 
for every continuous function f: Ed + R’ with compact support). 
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A’ is a subspace of A’ consisting of measures taking values in the set 
‘0 1,2, . . . . + cc f. The convergence N, + D 17, denotes the convergence 
P d N; ‘(A ) -+ P o n ,: ‘(A ) for all A belonging to the a-algebra generated by 
the vague topology in JV such that U,(dA) = 0 P-a.s. For the equivalent 
definitions we refer to [ 15, Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.41. In the proof of (3.24) 
we will use the following criterion which is an adaption (to the space Ed) of 
a general rule [ 15, Theorem 4.71. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let {c,, n E N} be a sequence of point processes and 5 a 
simple point process (i.e., a point process with atoms of unit mass only) all 
defined on the space (Q, 9, P) with values in Ed. Suppose that 
lim sup E&J B) d E<(B) 
ll’7c 
(3.25) 
for all bounded sets of the form B= Xi”= I ]ai, bj] such that 0 $ B, 
Et;(B) < + 03, I;(aB) = 0 as., and 
lim P(cJS) = 0) = P(t(S) =0) 
n-cc 
(3.26) 
for all the sets SC Ed which are finite sums of disjoint blocks B used in 
(3.25). Then 
5, ---g+ 5. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. The property (3.25) for {N,, n E N} and l7, 
follows immediately from (3.4). Moreover, since 
{N,(S)=O}= ; {X,,d=}, 
k=l 
so due to Lemma 3.2, 
lim P( N,( S) = 0) = lim exp( -EN,(S)) 
“-CC n-cc 
= exp( - v(S)) = P(ZT,(S) = 0). 
Lemma 3.5 gives (3.24). 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Convergence (3.24) implies 
(3.27) 
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for every 6, 3L>O, v(llxll =S)=v(llxll =A)=0 while j,$x1(6c llxll <A) 
Z7,(dx) has a generalized Poisson distribution Pois(vl (E <, *,, G1)). Due to 
(3.4) we have for 0 <E < T such that v( ((xl\ = E) = v( ((xl\ = z) =O, 
ES,]&, t] + j Xl(E < jlxll < r) v(dx). (3.28) 
We prove each of the three parts of the thesis separately, using [3, 
Theorem 4.21 every time: 
(i) Consider the array {S,]ej, S]; j<k,, HEN), where ej L 0, 
Aj /1 + co and v( llxll = E,) = v( llxll = S) = 0 forjE N. For lixedj we have by 
WV, 
snlcj9 Sl a’ Pois( vi (E, < II-4 G 2,) ). (3.29) 
Moreover, by (3.4) and (3.5), 
jlit lim “P ‘( Ilsn]Ej9 Aj] - S, II > q) = 0 n-m 
i 
1 
II41 v(dx) < + 00. 
0 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
Now the estimation 
IexpCW, x)1- 11 < lltll llxll Ullxll < U+2 l(llxll > 1) 
and the properties of the measure v allow us to obtain, by the Lebesgue 
dominated theorem, the convergence 
I evC@, x)1 - 1) %,< il.~ll + (dx) + J” (exp[i(t, x)] - 1) v(dx). (3.32) 
(3.29), (3.30), (3.32), and [3, Theorem 4.21 give the convergence in 
thesis (i). 
(ii) Consider the array 
where .zj, Aj are as in (i) and v( llxll = t) = 0, ei <T < Ai, i, je A? By (3.27) 
and (3.28) we have 
(3.33) 
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where b(&,, t) = -1 X1(&, < llxll 6 r) v(dX). Moreover, by (3.6) and (3.4), 
lim lim sup P( [llu,, - S,, /I > q) = 0 for every rj > 0. (3.34) 
J + z ,, + lx 
It remains to show 
CT - Poisbl (E, < II.~I <A,)) -y+ c, - Pois(v) (3.35) 
( LL -b n,” denotes weak convergence of probability measures). But this can be 
obtained as in (i) from the Lebesgue dominated theorem for the sequence 
((expCi(4 X)1 - 1 - i(t, X) l(llXll G z)) l(&j < IIXII G II,); jE N}, 
since v is a Levy measure and 
lexpEi(t, x)1 - 1 - 46 x) l(llxll G r)l 
6 llaZ /lxl12 l(llxll GT)+2 l(llxll >t). 
(iii) Consider the array 
where sj, dj are as in (i). As in (i), 
=, --ip bcefij.,) * P~~~(~l~~,~llrll~i~~)~ n + ~0, (3.36) 
where b(Ej, Ij) = -s X1(&j < I/XII < lj)v(dv). Moreover, ES,, n E N, exist due 
to (3.7) and by (3.6), (3.7), we have 
lim limsupP( IILnj-(S, -ES,)11 >q)=O foreveryv>O. (3.37) 
i-m n+m 
In order to obtain the third assumption of [3, Theorem 4.21 we may apply 
the Lebesgue dominated theorem for the sequence 
{ (exp[i(t, Xl] - 1 - i(t, X)) l(Ej < llxll < Jj), jc N}, 
since v is a Levy measure and the following inequalities hold: 
I llxll ~(llxll > 1) v(dx) < + cc by (3.7) and (3.4), 
lexp[i(t, x)] - 1 - i(t, x)1 
G lltl12 llxl12 l(llxll G I)+ (2+ llfll llxll) l(llXll’ 1). I 
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Remark 3.6. Let {X,,,; k E Z, n E N} be an array of stationary in rows 
random vectors defined on (Q, 9, P) with values in Vc Rd. Consider the 
sequences of point processes 
k=l k=l 
which belong to JV(]O, l] x I’) and JV( 10, + co [ x I’), respectively. If 
there exists a measure v on the Bore1 sets of V such that 
nP(X,, E ‘4 I--+ 44 1, n-+co, 
for A belonging to the determining class in I’, then under some 
modifications of the conditions D, (as in [ 1)) and D& (d(r) is a division of 
the set { 1, . . . . [nT]}, TEN) one can obtain the convergences 
In --g-+ 4 J,?J, n+m, 
where Z and J are Poisson processes on 10, 1] x V and 10, + 00 [ x V with 
the intensities II ,O.l, x v and 11 ,o, + m, x v, respectively. Thus many 
theorems in [22] have their analogs in the dependent case. 1 
4. U-STABLE LIMIT THEOREMS 
Consider a sequence { xk; k E N} of random vectors with equal marginal 
distributions, i.e., 
ytxk) = y(x, )v kEN, (4.1) 
defined on the probability (Q, 9, P) with values in Rd. 
Assume that the distribution 9(X1) belongs to the domain of attraction 
of the cc-stable distribution pa, 0 < a < 2; i.e., there exist norming constants 
h, n E N} and centering vectors {b, E Rd; n E N} such that 
(3, - b,)la, --p A, n-co, (4.2) 
where jn = 2, + . . . + 2” is a partial sum of the sequence (2k; k E N} 
“associated” to {X, ; k E N} (i.e., ($k; k E N} is an i.i.d. sequence of 
random vectors such that 9(2,) = 9(X,). If (4.2) holds then necessarily 
h(t) = tlp( 1(X, 11 > I) is a slowly varying function. (4.3) 
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Thus in the case 0 < E-C 1, one can take b, = 0 for k E N in (4.2) and pLoI = 
Pois V(GI, u). 
THEOREM 4.1. If O-ccl < 1 and (a,; nE N) satisfies (4.2) (with, e.g., 
b, = 0, n E N) and the two following conditions are fulfi:lled: 
sup 
O<p<y<r<n 
” n cXklan ES”) ,-‘O 
)I 
(4.4) 
q<k<r 
for every S c Ed which is a finite sum of disjoint and separated from 0 sets of 
the form Xf=, lai, b,l, 
lim lim sup inf i C P(llXiII>a,~, ll~ill>a,~)=O (4.5) 
r+m n--rm d(r)y=l m,_~ci-cjCmq 
for every E>O, where A(r) is as in (3.3), then 
Wan 7 pN = Pois v(a, a). (4.6) 
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.1(i) for the array {X,, = Xk/a,; n E N, 
k = 1, . . . . n}. The assumptions A,, (3.4), and (3.5) are implied by (4.2). The 
condition B, is true because of (4.4) and Db follows from (4.5). 1 
Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of [ 5, Theorem 1 ] in three aspects: we 
consider d-dimensional random vectors and not random variables, our 
sequence has identical one-dimensional marginal distributions and need 
not be stationary, and (4.5) is slightly weaker than the Davis’ condition D’. 
The following Theorem 4.2 can be considered as the cc-stable counterpart 
of the Ibragimov’s central limit theorem for p-mixing sequences [13]. For 
simplicity we assume d = 1. A sequence of random variables (X, ; k E N) is 
p-mixing iff 
gEL2(a(Xk+,+.+I,...))} e O. (4.7) 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider a sequence of random variables satisfying (4.1), 
(4.2), and let CLE [l, 2[. Zf(4.5) is fulfilled, (X,, nE N} is p-mixing with 
(4.8) 
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and {u,, HEN}, {b,, HEN} are as in (4.2), then 
6% - bnk 7 c+) - PoNv(a, 0)) = P(,, 
where z(a) is defined in (2.6), v(a, a) in (2.5). 
ProoJ: We apply Theorem 3.l(ii), (iii) for the array 
{Xnk =X,/a,; k = 1, . . . . n, n E N}. 
Conditions A,, (3.4), (3.7) follow from (4.2), Db from (4.5), and B0 from 
A, and p-mixing. It remains to check (3.6). Denote 
S;]a,b]= f X;,l(a<IXn,I<b). 
k=l 
Due to (4.8) and [2i, Lemma 3.41, there exists a constant K independent 
of 6 > 0 such that 
Var(S:,]O, 6])6 K-n-Var(Xi, l(llX:,ll < 6)). (4.9) 
But since 9(X,) belongs to the domain of attraction of ,u,, so due to (4.3) 
lim lim sup Var S”]O, S] = 0 
6-0 n-co 
(4.10) 
which gives (3.6). 1 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 is true if we assume stationarity of two- 
dimensional distributions and instead of (4.5) put the assumption 
p* = hm sup sup P( Ix, 1 > u, Ix, 1 > u)/P( Ix1 1 > u)’ < + a. (4.11) 
u--r+00 k>2 
Samur obtained as a corollary from a more general theorem the con- 
vergence (S, - b,)/a, --) 9 cl - Pois v(a, a) for a stationary sequence {X,, 
n E N} which is q-mixing (i.e., 
v(n) = sup (IWIB 
PtZEN 
I-W)I, BEW,, . . . . X,), 
17 . . ..I TZG+0) A EfJ(Xm+.+ 
and additionally fulfills 
cp(l)< 1 
.T, cPl’*(n)< + 00 
683/29/2-6 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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Y*=~~~{P(A~B)/P(A)P(B):AE~(X,,...,X,), 
BE@’ ,,,+ I,... ),P(A)P(B)>O,~EN)< +co (4.14) 
[23, Corollary 5.101. Hence we get an improvement over Samur’s result, 
since we assume stationarity of two-dimensional distributions only, take 
p-mixing with the weak (4.8) instead of q-mixing, (4.12) and (4.13); and, 
finally, (4.11) is sufficient instead of (4.14). i 
5. STABLE DISTRIBUTIONS AS WEAK LIMITS OF 
PARTIAL SUMS OF A STRICTLY STATIONARY ~-DEPENDENT SEQUENCE 
The central limit theorem for stationary m-dependent sequences obtained 
in [ll, 7, 201 has quite a satisfactory form. 
This section is devoted to some investigations concerning the con- 
vergence in distribution of partial sums of m-dependent random vectors to 
a-stable limits for 0 < tl < 2. 
A two-sided sequence {X,; kE Z} of random vectors is said to be 
m-dependent if, for every n E N, the c-algebras o(..., X,-r, X,,) and 
a(X, + m + 1, X, + m + *, . ..) are independent. 
The first lemma explains the properties A,, BO, and Db for an array of 
random vectors m-dependent in rows and this way shows what advantages 
can be gained by adapting Theorem 3.1 directly for such an array. 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that the array ( Xnk, 1 < k < k,, n E N} of random 
vectors defined on some (9, F, P) with values in Rd is m-dependent in rows 
and satisfies A,. Then 
(i) Condition B, is fulfilled. 
(ii) rf 
sup 1 P(IIX,,/I >&)<c(~)< +oo, foreveryE>O, 
n k=l 
then Db is equivalent to the property D;(m) 
(5.1) 
lim lim sup $f C c P(IIX?li/I )E% IWnjII >c)=O. (5.2) 
r-m n+cc r q-l mq-l<i<jGm~ 
j-i4m 
Proof. We show only that (5.1) and (5.2) imply Db. The other 
implication is trivial. From m-dependence, if j - i > m, then 
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so due to (5.2) it is suffkient to show 
lim lim sup inf i 
my-l?- 1 
1 ~(IIXniII >&I 
r--too n+na d@‘q=l i=mqm,+l 
x 
( 
2 P(IIX,,II >&) =o. 
j=i+m+ 1 > 
(5.3) 
For every n and T, define a division of { 1, . . . . k,} as 
m,=O 
my =min k>m,- q= 1, . . . . r. 
We have for i such that m,- 1 <i< my, 
j=jFm+, P(IlxnjII >4W41~+1~a;k P(IIXnkll>E) . .” 
and this together with A, and (5.1) gives (5.3). l 
The following example shows that it is easy to find an array that is 
stationary and l-dependent in rows, for which (5.2) is not true. For a 
stationary sequence {X, ; k E Z 1 we denote by { fk ; k E Z > the “associated” 
sequence which consists of i.i.d. random vectors with 9’(2J = 9(X,). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let { Y,; k E Z} be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables 
such that Y,, 2 0, 9( Y,,), belong to the domain of attraction of the cl-stable 
law p(cr; 0, 1 ), 0 < CY < 2. Define 
Xk =max(Y,, Yk+l) 
The sequence {X,; kEN) is l-dependent, 9(X,) belongs to the domain of 
attraction of an a-stable law CL, by [18, Theorem 23, and hence the array 
Xnk = Xk/an y l<kkn, 
where {a, ; n E IV) is a sequence of norming constants such that C; =, gn, 
suitably centered tends in distribution to pm, satisfies A, and (5.1). 
However, Db is not fulfilled as 
i c P(lXrzil>E, Ixnjl>E)2(n-r)P(Xn, >E,Xnl>E) 
q=l mq-l<icjgm, 
>,(n-r)P(Y* >&a,)= Era. 
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Theorem 5.3 also concerns stationary and m-dependent sequences but 
this time it comprises the sequence from Example 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let {X,; ke Z} be a strictly stationary, m-dependent 
sequence of d-dimensional random vectors, de N. Let S, = C; = 1 X,, n E N. 
Assume that the joint distribution of the random vector (X0, X,, . . . . X,,,) = Y, 
belongs to the domain of attraction of a nondegenerated d(m + l)-dimen- 
sional a-stable distribution c,(,, - Pois(v), 0 <a < 2; (z(a) is given in (2.6)). 
Let {a,,, n E N} be a sequence of reals such that 
the partial sums (Y, + .‘. + Y,)/a,, suitably centered are con- 
vergent in distribution to p (where Y, , Yz,, . . . are the independent 
copies of Y,). (5.4) 
Let 
vg := v x0+x,+ ..‘+x, -v x,+ ... +.I-* 
(see definitions (2.8), (2.9)): 
(i) If0 < a < 1 then Sri/an + B Pois(v,). 
(ii) rf 1 <a < 2 then (S, - ES,)/a, --f y c, - Pois(v,). 
(iii) If a = 1 then 
(S, -nEX,l(II~oII Ga,))la,~ 6, * cl - Pois(v,), 
(5.5) 
where 
b=~[(~O+~~~+x,J1(~~xo+ . ..+xJ<l) 
--(Xl + .‘. +x,) l(JJx, + .‘. +x,/I < 1) 
-x,l(llxoll <l)] dv(x,, . . . . x,). (5.6) 
COROLLARY 5.4. If we take in Theorem S.l(iii) the centering vectors 
b, =nE(X, + ... +X,) 1(11X, + ... +X,,II <aa,) 
-nE((X, + ... +X,) l(IIX, + ... +X,11 <a,), (5.7) 
then 
6% - Wan -p c 1 - Pois( vO). 
The above result can be treated as the a-stable counterpart of the 
following central limit theorem [7]. 
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THEOREM 5.5. If (A',; HEN) is a strictly stationary sequence of 
m-dependent random vectors with values in Rd such that EX, =O, 
E 11X0 11’ < + 00, then 
where S, = C;= 1 X,, C = [a,], oii = EX$Yi + CL, E( X&l/$ + XjX&). 
Notice that C = Cov S, + I - Cov S,. For a strictly stationary sequence 
of m-dependent random vectors (X,; k E Z}” denote by { Xp); k E Z} the 
i.i.d. sequence of random vectors such that XbJ’) has the same distribution 
as xpk,, X, and {X p); k E Z} is independent of {X,; k E Z}, 
qP)= i Q4, s,= f x,. 
k=l k=l 
Both results, Theorems 5.3 and 5.5 can be regarded as a partial answer to 
the following 
Conjecture. Let {X,; k E Z} be a strictly stationary and m-dependent 
sequence of random vectors. If the distributions 9(S,+ ,) and 9(S,) 
belong to the domains of attraction of a-stable laws for some E E IO, 21, 
then the sequences { Spj + S,; n E N} and {Skm+ l); n E N) identically 
normed and centered have the same limit in distribution. 
We defer the technical proofs of Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4 to 
Section 6. Here let us note only that the idea is based on Theorem 3.1 and 
is not so simple as in Section 4. Here the array 
&k = xk/any kEZ,nEN 
does not satisfy D’. Thus we make a special reduction and pass to a family 
of arrays {Xi:*, kEZ, nEN}4,0 whose properties allow us to apply 
Theorem 3.1. 
Below we consider two examples which give some information about the 
measure vO, 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let { Yk; k E Z} be a two-sided sequence of i.i.d. random 
vectors and let (c,, ci, . . . . c,} be a finite sequence of real numbers. We 
define a sequence of finite averages of { Y, ; k E Z} 
xk = f  cjyk- jv k E Z. 
j=O 
{ Xk; k E Z} is a strictly stationary m-dependent sequence. We assume that 
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the distribution U( YO) belongs to the domain of attraction of a stable 
distribution p. 
We find the measure vO: If U has the distribution p, then 9(X,, 
x ,, . . . . X,) belongs to the domain of attraction of 9(Z,, Z,, . . . . Z,), where 
zi:=~~~ocjui~i, i=o, l,..., m, and { Uk ; k E Z} are independent copies 
of U. We have 
Similarly, 
vz, + + z, = vc,u + ... +v (cm+ .‘. +‘.,w 
+v(c,_1+ ... +co)u + “. +vcou~ 
Hence, 
vo =v(cm+rm+,+ --. +cg)u- 
Here Theorem 5.4 (in the case of random variables) is a particular case of a 
general theorem about weak convergence of sums to stable limits for 
moving averages [ 6, Theorem 4.11. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. Let (X, ; k E N) be a sequence of positive i.i.d. random 
variables such that 9(X,) belongs to the domain of attraction of the 
a-stable distribution c, - Pois(v), where v = v( 1; 0, 1) (i.e., P(X, > x) = 
X ~ ‘L(x), x > 0, and L is slowly varying in co). Let { uk ; k E N} be a 
sequence of constants such that 
nP(X, >Q,X)+X-l, n-m. 
We define 
Y, = max(x,, 3X,+ 1), 
The sequence has the properties: 
(1) { Y,; n E N} is stationary; 
(2) { Y,; no N} is l-dependent; 
n E N. 
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(3) the joint distribution 9’( Y,, Y,) belongs to the domain of attrac- 
tion of a two-dimensional l-stable distribution (by [lg, Theory 21); 
(4) nP( Y, > a,, Y, > a,) -+ 1, n --t cc; 
((x/3) v y)-’ x > 0, y > 0, 
(5)nP(Y, >xa,, Yz>ya,)+ x-‘+(x/3)-1 
1 
x > 0, y < 0, 
y-I+ (y/3)-l x<o, y>o, 
(due to (3) and (4)). 
The property (5) and limit theorem for the “associated” sequence 
i(<%+,);k~N}. Imp y t 1 h at the measure v is given by the formula: 
1 
((x/3) v YIP x > 0, y > 0, 
v(]x, +m[x]y, +a[)= x-‘+(xp~’ x > 0, y < 0, 
Y-l + (y/3)-’ x < 0, y > 0, 
hence it is concentrated on the positive halflines and the positive part of the 
line y = x/3. 
vV in Lemma 6.2 is given by the formula 
v,(~)=v(xo~~,IxoI~~)+V(X,+X~~~,Ix,I~~,Ix,I~~ 
-Go EA, lxol>% Ix, I >yI) 
-4x1 EA Ix,I>% Ixol>rl). 
While q + 0, then, due to Lemma 6.4, 
v,(A)-+v,(A)=v(x,+x, EA)-V(Xl EA) 
for Bore1 sets A which are separated from 0 and 
Moreover, 
cl - Pois vV -----+ W’ c1 - Pois vO. 
b= lim 
v-0 
xl(lxl G 1) v,(dx) - 1 xl(rl < 1x1 d 1) v,,(dx) 1 
= lim 
q-0 
c(xo+x,)1(Ixo+x,I~LIxol~%I-~1l~~) 
-xol(lxol G1, 1x01 >vl, lx,1 >rl) 
-x~l(lx~l~1,Ix0l>~,Ix1I>v])]v(dx) =4ln4-3ln3. 1 
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Notice that one cannot change the order of operations of taking the limit 
and integration. 
6. PROOFS 
Lemma 6.1 gives an estimation which will be useful in the sequel. 
LEMMA 6.1. If {Xn =(X!,, . . . . X,“); n E N} is a sequence of random 
vectors, m-dependent, square integrable, and such that 9(X,) = 9(X,), then 
there exists a constant Kfor which the inequality 
ElIS,-ES,I12~~~~IlX,I12 
holds, where S, = x.; = 1 X,. 
(6.1) 
Lemma 6.2 is an essential step in the proof of Theorem 5.3 and is 
common for all the three cases. 
LEMMA 6.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 there holds the 
following convergence for every ?j > 0: 
Ulrl, +a[)= f Xkl(llXkII >rla,Ya, --,Pois(v,), 
k=l 
(6.2) 
where 
v,(A)= 1 J z 4+x;“io) (-uiJ’+‘-‘“’ 
c m  c 
XV (x,, Xl 3 ..., X,); 1 XkEA, IIXjII >q,jeJU (0) (6.3) 
with 2, = { 1, . . . . m > and Bore1 set A c Rd (I UI denotes power of the set U). 
ProoJ The idea is based on Theorem 3.1; however, this result will be 
useful after a certain reduction. 
Let us fix q > 0 and define 
‘%h 81 = i xnk ltcr < bxnk iI G b), 
k=l 
where 
&k = { bxnk II > tl > n 
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By the definitions of X$, stationarity, and m-dependence -of (X,; k E Z>, 
we have 
since nP( IlX,, (I > q) + vxo( IJx(J > q) < + 00 by (5.4). Let 
xn7c*= f x~,k-jl(llx~,k-jll~~~ 
j=O 
X l(llX,kII >v)x l(llXn,k+iIl <rl, i= 1, . . ..m). (6.5) 
s,** = ,g, XZk,*. 
We have S,** = S,* and by (6.4) it is suffkient to show 
S** -y Pois(v,), n n + 00. 
In the lemma below we recapitulate the properties of (A’,$*}. 
LEMMA 6.3. The array {X,,, , *** k E 2, n E N} satisfies the conditions: 
(a) {X,$* } is (3m + 1)-dependent in rows; 
(b) for every Bore1 set A in Ed such that 0 & d and for every nonempty 
subset K of Z, u (0) 
tzkea"k (aA)= 
there holds the convergence 
nP(X,*,*EA)+v,(A), n-rco; (6.6) 
(c) for every E>O, 
lim lim sup k 
k-+-m ,,-.a 
c P(lIx,::*Il BE, IIx$*ll >&I=0 (6.7) 
(d) jFo lim sup nE 11X,*,* (I 1( [IX,*,* I( < 6) = 0. 
n-m 
(6.8) 
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Proof of Lemma 6.3. (a) is trivial. 
(c) Notice that 
(IIxn*i*ll b&j c-7 (Ilxr$*ll >&I=4 if j-iQm 
and 
P()Ixz*(l >E, lIx$*ll x)~p2(llXnOII ‘&I if j-i>m. 
Hence 
lim lim sup k 
k-m n--rot 
1 P((Ix;*[I >E, Ilx;*ll >.z)=O. 
O<i< j< [n/k] 
(d) is true because of (5.4) and the inequality 
Ilxz*II l@%*II ~~6)~~1olx,,II >?I. 
The proof of (b) is more complicated. Notice that if 0 6 A, then 
l(X,*,*EA)= 1 
mcJcZ,u {O} 
l (llJxNEA) 
x l(IIXnjlI >?, jEJ)x l(ilx,kIi <q,k#J,OdkQ2m) 
= c c 
meJcZ,u (0) Kc (Z2mU {O),\J 
(-l)‘K1 1 (zJXnj EA) 
X l(llxnjII >vl, jEJuW. 
If max(J u K) - min(J u K) > m then by m-dependence of (X,, k E Z} and 
(5.4), 
1 XnjEA, lIX,/I>q,j~JuK 
jsJ > 
6nP2(lIX,,Il >q)+O, n-+ a. 
Hence by stationarity it is sufficient to find the limit of the expression 
c c C-1) IJI + 1 - lKl 
JcZ, @#KcJu(O] 
XnP 
( 
c X,,EA,IIX,iII>?,jE~U{O~ . 
> 
(6.9) 
ksK 
Let { Y(s) = (x0@), x1@), -., x,(s)), SE [0, l]} be a d(m+ 1)-dimensional 
homogeneous process with independent increments such that Y(O)=O, 
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TP( Y( 1)) = C,(a) - Pois(v). Then v is a jump measure of Y, i.e., for every 
Bore1 set A c R@‘+‘)\(O), 
v(A)=E 
( 
c l(dY(s)EA) ) 
.sG I > 
(6.10) 
wheredY,=Y,-Y,_. 
Due to (5.4) for every JcZ,, Kc Ju {0}, K#@, 
c AX,(S) E A, Ii~xjb)ll ’ VI, je Ju (0) (6.11) 
ksK 
if only O#A and 
vZkEK-Q (aA) = 0. 
(6.9) and (6.11) give (6.6). 1 
Now the thesis of Lemma 6.2 follows from Theorem 3.1 applied to the 
array {X,*,*, kEZ, HEN). 1 
Lemma 6.4 shows the asymptotic properties of the measure v,, when 
q -+ 0. 
LEMMA 6.4. For q + 0 we have 
(9 v~(A)-+vdA)=~~,+,,+ +.x,(A)-~,,+,2+ +.,(A) for every 
Bore1 set A such that 0 $ A, 
(ii) c,(,) - Pois(v,) --p c T,oL) - Pois(v,), 0 < a < 2. (6.13) 
Proo/i Let Jc { 1, . . . . m}, Kc Jc {0}, K# @. Since A is separated 
from 0, hence there exists a finite limit 
$-y 1 x,EA, Il~jllw,.HJu{~} 
( kaK > 
xk E A, ljxjII >O, js Ju (0) 
> 
Thus also v,(A) is convergent when q -+ 0. 
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In order to obtain the simple form of the limit we use the representation 
of the measure v as a jump measure for the process { Y(s), s E [0, l] >. Since 
there exists a version of Y which has right-continuous trajectories and 
admits left-hand limits, so by the Lebesgue dominated theorem, 
1 dx,(s)~A, llAxj(s)ll >v, ~EJU (0) 
(as a dominating function we can take 
c lMCK o Yb))EA), 
sil 
where C,: ( Rd)“‘+ ’ -+ Rd, 
c&O, . . . . x~)= c xk. 
ksK 
Hence to prove (i) it remains to be shown that the measure 
V x0+x,+ ... +.J+vx,fx2+ . ..+.x.(.) 
= E 
[ 
c (1(4C,, (0) 0 Y(s)) E .I - i(d(C.z,,, 0 Y(s)) E -1) 1 (6.15) s<l 
E c 
[ 
J Zm O+K~J”(0) (-l)‘J’+l-‘K’ 
c 
(. ( 
.;, 1 k;Kdx,(dE ‘3 ~~Axj(s)~~ >O> jEJu ro,))]. (6’16) 
In order to obtain this we now prove the following technical lemma. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let W=Z,u (0). Ifthefunctionsf: 2W+R’,g: 2”+R’ 
are such that 
1. f(@)=O. 
2. f(KuJ)Il~,.,g(j)=f(K)llj,Jg(j) ifK JC W, KnJ=0, 
where, by conuention, flj,, g(j) = 1 if J = 0, g(j) := g( ( j} ), then 
Jcwc\(o) mnFJ (0) (-l) 
‘JI+l-‘Klf(K) n (l-g(j)) 
=f(W)--cf;w,(oj). 
jeJu (0) 
(6.17) 
Proof. Sincef(@) = 0, so the left-hand side expression (L) in (6.17) can 
be completed by the summands depending on K = 0. Thus we have 
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L= 1 c (-1) ‘J’+‘-‘K’f(K) rJ (1 -g(j)) 
Jc W\(O) Kc/u {O) jo Jv (0) 
=c c 
(-1p-‘“‘f(K) n (l-g(j)) 
Kc W K\(O) c Jc W\(O) je Ju (0) 
+K ;,{o) J (W~O)I\K(-l)‘J”+‘f(K) rI (l-g(j)) c ‘E jeJ’uKu{O) 
=o~~=wf(K)j~K(l-g(j)) J,c;,KwJ” I-I (l-g(A) 
jcJ’ 
- (1 -g(O)) c f(K) n (1 -g(i)) 
Kc W\(O) jsK 
x c (-lFJ” n (l-g(j)) 
J’E(W\{OI)\K jcJ’ 
=o~~cwfw)j~u-dj)) r-I g(j) 
js W\K 
-(l-g(O)) c +f-(mj (l--g(j)) I-I g(i) 
Kc W\(O) jcK /E(W\IOJ)\K 
=o~~wf~wfj~K(~-gW) I-I g(j) 
j= W\K 
-(l-g(O)) c fW\W 
Kc W\(O) 
x H (1 -g(i)) 
je K i~(W\{Ol)\K 
=f( W(1 - g(O)) 
x C II (1 -g(A) n g(j) 
Kc W\{O} joK ie(W\lOi)\K 
-fW\{Wl -g(O)) 
Kc W\(O) je K je(W\{O))\K 
=f(~)(l-g(O))-~f(~\{O})(l -g(O)) 
=f(W-S(W{Ol). I 
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Now in Lemma 6.5 taking 
f(K)= 1 (ZKXk 64) f: 2zmu(01 +R 
g(J)=l(llx,II=O,jEJ) g:2zm”10)+R, 
we have 
Hence, really, the expressions in (6.15) and (6.16) are equal and this ends 
the proof of (i). 
By the criteria for infinitely divisible distributions (see [Z]) for proving 
(ii), it is sufficient to show that 
lim lim sup 
S-O 740 s 
llxl12 l( llxll < 6) v,(dx) = 0. 
Due to (6.3), the above integral is dominated by a finite number of 
integrals of the form 
.F 11-412 l(llxll <a) V&K’k (dx), KcZ, u (0) 
which tend to 0 while 6 + 0, since vzkE,,, is a Levy measure. The proof of 
Lemma 6.4 is finished. h 
Now we are ready to continue the 
Proof of Theorem 5.4. The idea is based on [3, Theorem 4.21. Let 
Xnk = Xklan. 
For every q > 0 we break the expression 
Wan -~~~nol(lI~noIl <t(a)) 
into the sum of three summands: 
Sri/an -~~~nolWnoll G?(a)) 
= CS,(CO, ~1) - ES,(UJ, v * t(a)l)l 
+S,(lq, +co[)-ES,(]q A T(a),z(a)l) 
where S,( la, bl) = Cnk = , Xnk 1 (a < IIX,, I 6 b)- 
(6.18) 
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By Lemma 6.2 for fixed q > 0, 
Ulrl, + WC) -+ PWv,L n+ +m. (6.19) 
Since the law of X0 belongs to the domain of attraction of the distribution 
c,(,) - Pois(v,,), so 
It remains to show that that for every E > 0, 
limlimsupP(IIS,(]O,q])-ES,([O,qr\t(cr)])/l>s)=O 
q-0 n-m 
and that if q -+ 0, then 
if 
xl(llxll < t(a)) v,(dx) - b,; rl> 0 
is convergent to some b(a)E Rd, since then by (6.13), 
Pois(v,) * 8--b, 7 c T(z) - Pois(vo) * J+). 
We consider each of the three cases separately. 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
I. 0 < OL < 1. Since the law of X0 belongs to the domain of attraction 
of Pois(v,), hence 
~~olimsupnEI/XnolI l(llXnolI <q)=O. 
“-‘XI 
This implies (6.21). As r(~)=0, (6.22) is obvious: b, = b(a)=0 and 
Pois(v,) 7 Pois(v,). 
II. 1 <a < 2. Applying Lemma 6.1 to the random vectors 
X,,1(lIX,,,II <q), 1 <k<n, we have 
~II~,~C~,r1~-~S,~~~~~1~~II2~~~~Il~,,11*~~Il~,,Il~~~. 
BY (5.4), 
,“iyo lim sup nE II x,, II * 1( II x,,, II < v I= 0, n-+m 
so (6.21) is satisfied. 
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Now we show that 
j xv&w = j xl(llxll > VI v&w ( = b,). 
Using (6.3) and the representation (6.10), we obtain 
v,(A)= 1 J z O+KxJ”(0) (-l)“‘+‘-‘“’ 
c m c 
xv 1 xk EA, llxjll >q, jEJU (0) 
ksK 
and thus 
(6.24) 
(6.25) 
(6.26) 
If Jf 0, then for every s E [0, 11, 
c 
0#K~-‘u{Ol 
(-l)-iK’ (zK dxk(s)) 
= kr;iOl (, ,c,(,i (-1)1K1) (dxk(s))=o. 
c 
keK 
If J = (21 then the respective expression in (6.26) is equal to 
E c ~xo(s) l(Wo(~)ll> rl) = j xl(ll4l a rl) v,(W. 
s+l 1 
Hence (6.24) is true. Thus we have b(a) = 0 and hence (ii) is proved. 
III. a = 1. The condition (6.21) can be proved as for 1~ a < 2. We 
have to find the limit 
b= lim xl(bll G 1) v,(dx) - J X1(? < llxll < 1) v,(dx) 1 (6.27) v-0 
or, taking an obvious modification of (6.26), we should prove that for 
every J# 0, JC { 1, 2, . . . . m ), there exists 
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and find it. 
But the expression in the square brackets in (6.28) is equal to 0, if for all 
K such that a # KcJu (O}, we have CkcK ~~dx,Js)~~ < 1. Hence it can be 
multiplied by 
1,,,=l(~~~~~x,(s)(l>l for some KcJv{O), K+0). 
This allows us to apply the Lebesgue dominated theorem and find limits in 
(6.28) and (6.27). 
We have 
b + j x1(0 < llxll < 1) v&W 
X l(dxj(s)#O,jEJu {0}) 11 
= s [(x,+x,  ... +%A l(llx, +x, + ... +x,11 < 1) 
-(x1 +x2 + ... +-a l(llx, +x, + ... +x,1) < l)] 
x dv(x,, . ..) x,). 1 
Proof of Corollary 5.4. It is sullicient to show that 
-~~l(ll~,,oll < 1) + b, 1 n + co (see 6.27). 
683/29/2-l 
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But the function under the integral is equal to 0 on the intersection 
and hence the support of the function 
fb 0, . . . . 
-~lx,1(~~~*x~~~~l)-xol(/x,l161) 
f: (Rd)m+l -+ Rd 
is separated from 0. If we denote by P,,, ,,., xn,j the distribution of 
(X”O, ***9 X,,,) then due to (5.4), 
i f(x 0, ..., xm) 4np,x", X.,) I-Jf( x0, . . . . x,) dv. [ 
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